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Overview

● Introduce Dynamic Student Development Metatheodel (DSDM) to support persistence 

and graduation of first generation (FG) and other marginalized populations

● Address intersectionality of identities of FG college students as framed by DSDM 

● Discuss intersectionality framework that will allow for a holistic view of college students 

identity development 

● Share high impact practices to increase enrollment, retention, and graduation of FG and 

low income students
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Profile of First Generation Student

● Fastest growing population of students entering college
● 4.5 million low-income, FG college students enrolled in post-secondary institutions

● Comprising approximately 50% of enrolled students in both 2- and 4-year institutions
● Navigate multiple identities
● Historically more likely to leave college within the 1st as compared counterparts

● Time to graduation often extends well beyond the traditional four year plan

● About 43% of low income, FG earn undergraduate degrees within 6-year time span

Students whose parent/s or guardian/s 
have not attended or completed college in the United States 

(Nuñez & Cuccaro-Alamin, 1998)
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Profile of First Generation Student

FG Building on Strengths

Social/Cultural Capital Determination

Battle Fatigue Grit

Informed Decisions Resilience

Isolation Collectivist Perspective

Imposter Syndrome Resourceful

Stereotype Threat Flexibility
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Conceptualizing Intersectionality
Multidimensional development of one’s identities as shaped by one’s interactions and experiences

Analysis of one’s unique lived experiences established at convergence of multiple social identities

Convergences exist within structures of power and inequity that create both privilege and oppression

No one identity can be appreciated, litigated, understood without examining its interactions with other identities

They are the outcome of intersections of distinct social locations, race and ethnicity, gender and 
gender expression, power relations, and experiences 

Inequities are never the result of single, explicit factors or salient, external characteristics of an individual
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Conceptualizing Intersectionality

The intersectionality of the varied selves being unearthed during the college years can 
create divergent and perhaps conflicting perceptions of self-discovery and identity 
synthesis (Chickering & Reisser, 1993; Erikson, 1963; Marcia, 1966); in FG students this 
confluence of selves can cause extreme turmoil at the crucial juncture of learning to 
interact with others while encountering these characteristics.
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Dynamic Student Development Metatheodel

Background and Overview of DSDM
● Operationalizes each of the seven functional areas with 10 individual behavioral sets 

defined by the University Learning Outcomes Assessment (UniLOA)

● Focuses on students’ affective domain; the dominate domain for decision-making

● Meets students “where they are”

● Moves students from dependency through independence, and finally, to interdependence

● Encourages  student self-authorship through self-agency, affinity for the institution, and 

focused intentionality
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Dynamic Student Development Metatheodel

DSDM Terminology
● Meta-the-odel - Multiple Theories and Models

● SSIP’s – Supports, Services, Interventions, and Programs

● GLD – Student Growth, Learning, and Development

● Student Success – Holistic GLD in all arenas of a student’s life.  Goes beyond simple 

measures of GPA, persistence, and graduation

● SO – The Significant Other serving as mentor
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Dynamic Student Development Metatheodel

Theoretical Base of DSDM
● Chickering’s Vectors

● Astin’s Model and Theory of Involvement 

● Tinto’s Theory of Student Departure (Deficit Based: No responsibility placed on institution)

● Pascarella’s General Model for Assessing Change 

● Bandura’s Social Learning Theory 

● Baxter-Magolda’s Theory of Self-Authorship 

● Schlossberg’s Theory of Marginality and Mattering 
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Role of Significant Other

● Role of the significant other (SO) (Kegan, 1982)

● Evolves from highly directive in early portion of a student’s academic years to that of a 

mentor/guide in the middle portion of the academic lifespan

● Each stage of DSDM calls for  SO to manage different overarching goals in students’ lives

● Critical importance of SO on campus

● Upper division students would be no different than older faculty or staff members as it 

relates to support given to mentees because elements of relationship management are just 

the same
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Dynamic Student Development Metatheodel

Traditional DSDM

● Group focus
● “One Size Fits All”
● Attention to Aspirational Goals
● Academic Content-Specific
● Exaggerated Power Differential
● Staying in Place
● Assumes High Degrees of Student 

Independence
● Highly Static
● Passive Faculty and Staff
● Passive Students

● Individual Student Focus
● Idiosyncratic Approaches
● Attention to Functional Goals
● Holistic
● Minimal Power Differential
● Moving to “Where the Student Is”
● Assumes High Degrees of Student 

Dependency
● Highly Dynamic
● Active Faculty and Staff
● Active Students
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Dynamic Student Development Metatheodel

Dependence Independence Interdependence

➔ SO highly directive
➔ Self-exploration 
➔ Identification of multiple identities
➔ Creation of new self-management 

tools,
➔ Heightened sense of self-agency

GOAL
To assist in student identity development, 
early establishment of positive habits, 
creation and maintenance of a meaningful 
relationship, acclimation to the institutional 
environment, and development of an 
effective goal strategy. 

➔ SO is guide, role model
➔ Critical thinking
➔ Communication skills
➔ Appreciation for differences
➔ Community stewardship
➔ Active participation variety of 

activities

GOAL
To support growth, learning and 
development.  Intensity of support is  
flexible, applied appropriately to given 
situations and  circumstances

➔ SO is sounding board, informal
➔ Understand who they are within 

community
➔ Understand strengths, weaknesses 
➔ Not overly reliant on others
➔ Not too focused on self 
➔ Capable of/wanting to help those 

around them
GOAL

To align identity development and recognize 
that identity is dynamic. To focus on the 
strengths those identities reveal that had 
perhaps been considered deficits by 
institutional faculty and staff. 13



Implications for Practice

● Designated Peer Mentor, bi-weekly meetings

● Meet with success coach once a month (intrusive advising)

● Summer Academic Institute for Leaders and Scholars

● First year seminars

● Financial literacy education

● Exposure to campus-wide resources and services

● Living learning community

● Mandatory tutoring

● Parent/Family engagement

● Self-assessment tools

Dependence
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Implications for Practice

● Designated Peer Mentor as needed

● Meet with success coach once a semester

● Involved in a variety of clubs and organizations

● Student activism

● Living learning community

● Study abroad

● Community engagement and service learning

Independence
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Implications for Practice

● Become a Peer Mentor leader

● Meet with success coach once a semester or as needed

● Capstone project

● Faculty/student research

● Internships and co-ops

Interdependence
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High Potential Sphere of Success™
Financial literacy; Early financial aid review (Y1); Four-year 
packaging (Y1); Support through institutional dollars; 
Early course registration (Y1-4); Family Outreach

Peer Mentor Program (Y1, Y2 and Y3 as needed); Personal
counseling (Y1, Y2); Assigned Faculty advising (Y1-4);)
Living and learning community- (Y3-4); Preferential 
housing.

Mandatory academic tutoring (Y1-2);  
Supplemental instruction (Y1); Library -/HP 
Librarian; Technology support; Online community 

Summer Academic Institute for Leaders and Scholars 
(Y1); FYAC (Y1);  Connect (Y1-2); Internships (Y3, 
Y4); Leadership involvement (Y3, Y4); Community 
engagement (Y1-4)

Learning communities block scheduling (Y1-2) Faculty-
student research (Y3-4); Narrative Project-Partnership 
with MFA (Y1-4); Academic monitoring (Y1-4)

Major exploration and declaration (Y1-Y3);  
Career/graduate school exploration (Y2-4)

©
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Conclusion
DSDM is:

● designed as highly flexible to meet the unique needs of each student
● Demands few resources beyond those already available at most colleges and universities
● Expenditure of time and attention from existing institutional human resources as opposed to an outlay of 

limited and likely previously allocated funding

FG students can benefit from the outcomes desired by the DSDM: 
● developing agency, affinity for the institution, and focused intentionality
● Vital for students to move from dependency (on the family system, school system, other prescribed 

systems) through independence (to acclimate to the college environment through self-direction, meaning 
making, self-assessment, and engagement) and finally to interdependence 

Interdependence can manifest in the student’s capability to achieve focused intentionality
● Quality of maturity that depends on understanding what to do and when to do it

Policies and practices that apply DSDM demonstrate early positive outcomes 
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